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Abstract
It is shown that the energy density of an accelerated gas of massless fermions contains instability
at the Unruh temperature. This instability is associated with the existence of the Fermi-distribution
pole in the complex momentum plane and the crossing of this pole by the integration contour, when
the temperature or acceleration changes. The relevant Fermi and Bose integrals are shown to have
polynomial dependence on temperature and acceleration.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The study of collective quantum properties of relativistic matter is greatly important for
the descriptions of the medium under extreme conditions, in particular, quark-gluon plasma
in heavy ion collisions. It led to the discovery of new important chiral phenomena Ref. [1]:
chiral magnetic (CME), vortical (CVE) and separation (CSE) effects, as well as the influence
of rotation and magnetic fields on polarization Ref. [2–5] and phase diagram Ref. [6–8] and
many other effects. A lot of efforts was made to improve our understanding of the effects
associated with rotation and magnetic fields, while the problem of the role of acceleration
in relativistic hydrodynamics is much less discussed in this context.
One of the most paradoxical effects in this area is the Unruh effect: the effect of the
appearance of thermal radiation with the Unruh temperature
TU =
a
2pi
, (1.1)
in the accelerated system as a result of the formation of an event horizon in it. This effect
has been studied for a long time from different angles Ref. [9–17], although there are still
open questions Ref. [14].
Recently, the consequences of the Unruh effect in relativistic quantum mechanics have
been studied on new grounds. As noted in Ref. [18], the Unruh effect corresponds to the
situation when in the inertial frame all observables turn to zero - which corresponds to
the Minkowski vacuum state - when the proper temperature, measured by the comoving
observer, equals to the Unruh temperature. This effect was originally shown for scalar
particles in Ref. [18], and then the same effect was obtained for fermions on the basis of
calculation of quantum correlators using the Zubarev density operator Ref. [19] (see also
Ref. [20], where the possibility of obtaining the same effect using the Wigner function is
discussed).
In this paper, we study another interesting effect associated with acceleration, resulting
in the appearance of instability in the system of chiral fermions at the Unruh temperature.
We show, by means of an exact analytical calculation, that discontinuities arise in the second
order derivative in temperature as a result of the crossing of the pole in the Fermi distribution
in the complex momentum plane by an integration contour. At the same time, we show by
simple calculation of contour integrals, why the Fermi and Bose integrals describing the
energy density of the accelerated fermion gas, lead to a polynomial expression.
II. ENERGY DENSITY OF ACCELERATED FERMION GAS
An integral representation for the energy density of an accelerated fermion gas was sug-
gested in Ref. [19]
ρ = 2
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
( |p|+ ia
1 + e
|p|
T
+ ia
2T
+
|p| − ia
1 + e
|p|
T
− ia
2T
)
+ 4
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
|p|
e
2pi|p|
a − 1
. (2.1)
It was based on the explicit calculation of quantum correlators using the fundamental density
operator of Zubarev [21–23]. It was shown in [19], that for T > TU the Eq. (2.1) exactly
coincides with the perturbative result obtained from the density operator in the fourth order
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of the perturbation theory
ρ =
7pi2T 4
60
+
T 2a2
24
− 17a
4
960pi2
+O(a6) , (2.2)
and also receives additional motivation from the point of view of the Wigner function [24].
Eq. (2.1) is remarkable in that it automatically leads to condition
ρ(T =
a
2pi
) = 0 , (2.3)
since in this case the bosonic ”counter-term” turns out to be exactly equal to the first integral
with the opposite sign. As discussed in Ref. [19], this fact is evidence of the Unruh effect
from the point of view of quantum statistical mechanics Ref. [18]: indeed, according to Eq.
(2.3), a vacuum is created in the laboratory frame when the proper temperature, measured
by a comoving observer is equal to the Unruh temperature.
The most unusual property of the Eq. (2.1) is the appearance of a boson contribution in
it. This contribution describes a gas of massless bosons with 4 degrees of freedom and in
limit T → 0 it is the only non-vanishing contribution
ρ(T → 0) = 4
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
|p|
e
2pi|p|
a − 1
. (2.4)
The appearance of such term can be qualitatively related to the equivalence principle [14].
Somewhat similar counter-term were also introduced in Ref. [18, 25], while its bosonic nature
can be attributed to imaginary acceleration. Note also, that our counter-term is positive,
while in [18] similar counter-term was negative.
We emphasize that in Eq. (2.2) there may exist terms of a higher order, which in general
violate the condition Eq. (2.3). To prove that the whole series is limited to fourth order,
it is necessary to consider an infinite series of one-loop diagrams with energy-momentum
tensor operators at the vertices and to show that their sum is zero. Nevertheless, it seems
quite natural that the fourth order is the maximum, first of all, just since the condition Eq.
(2.3) has been achieved already in the fourth order.
We cannot give a rigorous proof of that the series in Eq. (2.2) is finite, but we will now
show how the finite polynomial can be obtained from the integral representation Eq. (2.1).
III. POLYNOMIALITY OF ENERGY DENSITY OF ACCELERATED FERMION
GAS
In this section, we will show how the polynomial Eq. (2.2) can be obtained from the inte-
grals in Eq. (2.1). In Ref. [19] this fact was obtained from the properties of polylogarithmic
functions. Here we present another simple method that allows us to better understand the
causes of the polynomiality.
We will use the Blankenbecler’s method Ref. [26–28], which we generalize for the case of
antisymmetric weight function and imaginary chemical potential. Eq. (2.1) can be converted
to
ρ =
a4
120pi2
+
T 4
pi2
([ ∫ ∞
0
x3dx
ex+iy + 1
+
∫ ∞
0
x3dx
ex−iy + 1
]
+2iy
[ ∫ ∞
0
x2dx
ex+iy + 1
−
∫ ∞
0
x2dx
ex−iy + 1
])
, (3.1)
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where y = a
2T
and we substituted the value of a Bose integral right away, as its polynomiality
is obvious in advance. Let us consider the more general case of integrals of type Eq. (3.1),
for almost arbitrary weight function. Two types of integrals are possible
Is1 =
∫ ∞
0
f(x)dx
ex+iy + 1
+
∫ ∞
0
f(x)dx
ex−iy + 1
,
Is2 =
∫ ∞
0
g(x)dx
ex+iy + 1
−
∫ ∞
0
g(x)dx
ex−iy + 1
, (3.2)
where f(x) = −f(−x) is an odd function, and g(x) = g(−x) is an even function. In the
case of Eq. (3.1) f(x) = x3 and g(x) = x2. First we calculate the integral Is1 and assume
that 0 < y < pi. To do this, we integrate both terms by parts in Eq. (3.2) and make the
change of variables
Is1 = −
∫ ∞
0
F (x)S(x+ iy)dx−
∫ ∞
0
F (x)S(x− iy)dx ,
S(x+ iy) =
∂
∂x
1
ex+iy + 1
= − e
x+iy
(ex+iy + 1)2
,
F (x) =
∫ x
0
f(x)dx . (3.3)
After the change of variables and using the parity S(x) = S(−x) and F (x) = F (−x), we get
Is1 = −
∫ iy+∞
iy−∞
F (x− iy)S(x)dx . (3.4)
Note that for obtaining Eq. (3.4), the oddness of function f(x), was significant, leading to
even F (x), and also the presence of 2 integrals with +iy and −iy (which corresponds to the
appearance of contributions with +ia and −ia in Eq. (2.1)).
Now lets present the Taylor expansion of the function F (x − iy), in the form of an
exponent with the derivative (in other words, we use the translation operator)
F (x− iy) = exDF (−iy) , D = ∂
∂(−iy) . (3.5)
Making the change of variables η = ex, we get
Is1 =
∫
Is1
ηDdη
(η + 1)2
F (−iy) , (3.6)
where integration is along a straight line in the complex plane at an angle y = a
2T
to the
real positive semi-axis (the left plot in Fig. 1). The slope of the integration contour with
respect to the positive semi-axis is a direct consequence of the imaginary chemical potential,
and this distinguishes our calculation from the similar one in [26–28]. The integrand in Eq.
(3.6) has a second-order ”Regge-like” pole in η = −1, stemming from Fermi distribution,
and a cut along the positive real semi-axis. To calculate the integral Is1, one has to connect
the contour in the complex plane at infinity as shown in the left plot in Fig. 1.
The integral IG = Iγ = 0, since following Ref. [26, 27] we assume |D| < 1. The integral
along the whole contour IC is then equal to
IC = Is1 + I2 . (3.7)
4
Re η
Im η
Iγ
0-1
Is1
I2
y
IG
T>/2π
Re η
Im η
0
-1
Is1
I2
y
T</2π
FIG. 1: The slope of the integration contour y = a2T is determined by the acceleration. Left :
integration contour in Eq. (3.6) when 0 < y < pi. Right : integration contour in Eq. (3.6) when
y > pi.
At the same time, due to the rotation angle equal to 2pi in the case of I2
I2 = −e2piiDIs1 . (3.8)
Using the residue theorem, we get
IC = 2piiResη=−1
ηD
(η + 1)2
F (−iy) ,
Is1 =
piD
sin(piD)
F (−iy) (0 < y < pi) . (3.9)
Note that though the case considered is somewhat different from Ref. [26, 27] , where the
keyhole contour was considered, the final formula is the same (differences will appear after
crossing the pole, as we discuss in the following).
In the same way, it is possible to obtain similar expressions for Is2
Is2 =
piD
sin(piD)
G(−iy) (0 < y < pi) ,
G(x) =
∫ x
0
g(x)dx . (3.10)
To get a final answer, one needs to expand the function piD
sin(piD)
into a Taylor series. We give
the first four terms of the series
piD
sin(piD)
= 1 +
(piD)2
6
+
7(piD)4
960
+O((piD)6) . (3.11)
Thus, the polynomiality of the energy is guaranteed by the polynomiality of the functions
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F and G, or f and g. Then the energy density in Eq. (3.1) will be
ρ =
a4
120pi2
+
T 4
pi2
( piD
sin(piD)
(−iy)4
4
+ 2iy
piD
sin(piD)
(−iy)3
3
)∣∣∣
y= a
2T
=
7pi2T 4
60
+
T 2a2
24
− 17a
4
960pi2
T >
a
2pi
, (3.12)
where the condition 0 < y < pi, necessary for the contour not to cross the pole, leads to
the condition that the temperature be higher than the Unruh temperature T > a
2pi
. To
summarize, it is essential for polynomiality that Fermi distributions in Eq. (2.1) are taken
with polynomial weights, and also that symmetric combinations of integrals with ±ia appear
(the odd weight function must correspond to the sum of the integrals with ±ia, and even
- to the difference). If we use the physical interpretation of Ref. [19], then only the total
contribution of the modes with imaginary chemical potential +ia and −ia is polynomial.
IV. INSTABILITY AT THE UNRUH TEMPERATURE
In the previous section, we considered the case of 0 < y < pi which is equivalent to
the condition T > a
2pi
. As shown in the right plot in Fig. 1, when we go to the domain
pi < y < 2pi the contour crosses the pole η = −1. It is clear in advance that this effect
should lead to instabilities. Lets show this directly.
At 0 < y < pi we have IC = 0 from the residue theorem and from Eq. (3.7) we get
0 = Is1 + I2 . (4.1)
But I2 remains the same. It is therefore easy to get
Is1 = e
2piiD piD
sin(piD)
F (−iy) =
(
1 + 2ipiD − 11(piD)
2
6
− i(piD)3
+
127(piD)4
360
+O((piD)5))F (−iy) , (4.2)
and the same formula for Is2 with G(−iy). Accordingly, for energy density we get
ρ =
127pi2T 4
60
− 11T
2a2
24
− 17a
4
960pi2
− piT 3a + Ta
3
4pi
. (4.3)
We note an interesting fact - according to Eq. (4.3) at T < TU , the terms of odd powers in a
appear (there are no contradictions from the point of view of parity and Lorentz invariance,
since in Eq. (2.1) acceleration appears as a =
√−aµaµ). Let’s consider the energy density
in two regions T > TU and T < TU . ρT>TU is given by Eq. (3.12), and ρT<TU is given by
Eq. (4.3). It is easy to show that
ρT>TU (T = TU) = ρT<TU (T = TU) = 0 ,
∂
∂T
ρT>TU (T = TU) =
∂
∂T
ρT<TU (T = TU) =
a3
10pi
,
∂2
∂T 2
ρT>TU (T = TU) 6=
∂2
∂T 2
ρT<TU (T = TU) . (4.4)
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Thus, we see that the instability associated with crossing the pole leads to instability in the
energy density, which manifests itself in the discontinuity of the second order derivative ∂
2ρ
∂T 2
at the Unruh temperature. It is also easy to see from Eq. (4.4) that near, but below TU ,
the energy density is negative, which also indicates instability in the system Ref. [18, 20].
Obviously, as the temperature decreases further, the integration contour Is1 (and Is2) will
cross the pole η = −1 again. Let the domains pi(2n − 1) < y < pi(2n + 1), n = 0, 1, 2...
correspond to the integral I
(n)
s1 (and analogically for I
(n)
s2 ). Eqs. (3.9), (3.10) define I
(0)
s1
and I
(0)
s2 . Taking into account that each time the pole is crossed, the integral over the entire
contour changes by the value of the residue at the pole, we can write the recurrence equation
(we consider I
(n)
s1 )
−I(n+1)s1 + I(n)s1 = 2ipiDeipi(2n+1)(D−1)F (−iy) . (4.5)
Eq. (4.6) can be easily solved, and it leads to a finite geometric progression
I
(n)
s1 = I
(0)
s1 + 2ipiD
k=n−1∑
k=0
eipi(2k+1)DF (−iy) . (4.6)
Taking into account the zero term Eq. (3.9), and then summing the terms of geometric
progression, we obtain the n-th term
I
(n)
s1 = e
2inpiD piD
sin(piD)
F (−iy) =
(
1 + 2inpiD + (
1
6
− 2n2)(piD)2 − i
3
(−n + 4n3)(piD)3
+
1
360
(7− 120n2 + 240n4)(piD)4 +O((piD)5))F (−iy) . (4.7)
Calculating now the energy density, and taking into account that n =
⌊
1
2
+ a
4piT
⌋
, we get
ρ =
7pi2T 4
60
+
T 2a2
24
− 17a
4
960pi2
+
(piT 3a
3
+
Ta3
4pi
)⌊1
2
+
a
4piT
⌋
−
(T 2a2
2
+ 2pi2T 4
)⌊1
2
+
a
4piT
⌋2
− 4piT
3a
3
⌊1
2
+
a
4piT
⌋3
+ 4pi2T 4
⌊1
2
+
a
4piT
⌋4
. (4.8)
Thus, we have reproduced Eq. (3.4) from Ref. [19], previously obtained on the basis of the
properties of polylogarithms. It contains instabilities at T = TU/(2k + 1) , k = 0, 1.., which
lead at each point to the discontinuities of the second of order derivative ∂
2ρ
∂T 2
.
Eq. (4.8) allows formally to obtain the energy density of the accelerated gas for arbitrarily
low temperatures: the corresponding plot was shown in Ref. [19] in Fig. 2. At the same
time, as the temperature decreases, it turns out that all the coefficients at T 4, T 2a2, T 3a...
in Eq. (4.8) begin to change (except for a4) and can become arbitrarily large in absolute
value for big values of index n.
V. DISCUSSION
As is well known, various vacuum states can be realised in the accelerated system Ref.
[10, 13, 14]. The existence of various possible vacuum states for a medium with acceleration
7
leads to the need to consider phase transitions between these states. In particular, in Ref.
[13] , it was found that the Hawking-Unruh temperature corresponds to a higher symmetry,
manifested, in particular, in the invariance of the Green function with respect to Poincare
transformations.
The shown effects of the negativity of the energy density of fermion gas at T < TU near
TU , as well as discontinuities in the second order derivative of energy density indicate that
the state or phase in which the system is located at T > TU becomes unstable at TU . In this
sense, TU should be considered (as noted in Ref. [18]) as a boundary or critical temperature.
The possibility of the existence of a phase transition associated with acceleration can
be shown in another formulation of the question. One can see what happens with the
accelerated observer in vacuum state. Naturally, before acceleration begins, observer was
in a state of Minkowski vacuum. Then the observer starts to accelerate and can accelerate
indefinitely. If we demand that there is still a vacuum, corresponding to the accelerated
system, then, obviously, the system should at some moment evolve into the Rindler vacuum
state. Such a transition can be implemented as a phase transition.
Considering the analytical continuation of the formula for the energy density into region
T < TU following from (2.1), and leading to Eq. (4.3), we can assume that the discontinuity
of the second order derivative fixed in Eq. (4.4) means that a second-order phase transition
takes place. It is important to note, however, that one could expect, by analogy with
Electroweak phase transition, that Eq. (2.1) will be applicable only in the region T > a
2pi
,
while in the region T < a
2pi
all the formulas will change due to change of the ground state of
the system (as it happens in the case with the Higgs mass).
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that the Fermi and Bose integrals, which describe the energy density of
the accelerated fermion gas, can be easily found by transforming them into contour integrals
in the complex plane. From this method, the previously discovered polynomiality of the
energy density becomes apparent. It also shows the connection of discontinuity of the
second order derivative of the energy density arising at the Unruh temperature, to a pole of
Fermi distribution in the complex momentum plane. We have shown that the appearance of
acceleration as an imaginary chemical potential leads to a rotation of the integration contour
and instability occur at the moment when the contour crosses the Fermi distribution pole.
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